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ABSTRACT
Most architectures are designed to mitigate the usually undesirable
phenomenon of device wearout. We take a contrarian view and harness this phenomenon to create hardware security mechanisms that
resist attacks by statistically enforcing an upper bound on hardware
uses, and consequently attacks. For example, let us assume that a
user may log into a smartphone a maximum of 50 times a day for
5 years, resulting in approximately 91,250 legitimate uses. If we
assume at least 8-character passwords and we require login (and
retrieval of the storage decryption key) to traverse hardware that
wears out in 91,250 uses, then an adversary has a negligible chance
of successful brute-force attack before the hardware wears out, even
assuming real-world password cracking by professionals. M-way
replication of our hardware and periodic re-encryption of storage
can increase the daily usage bound by a factor of M.
The key challenge is to achieve practical statistical bounds on
both minimum and maximum uses for an architecture, given that
individual devices can vary widely in wearout characteristics. We
introduce techniques for architecturally controlling these bounds and
perform a design space exploration for three use cases: a limiteduse connection, a limited-use targeting system and one-time pads.
These techniques include decision trees, parallel structures, Shamir’s
secret-sharing mechanism, Reed-Solomon codes, and module replication. We explore the cost in area, energy and latency of using these
techniques to achieve system-level usage targets given device-level
wearout distributions. With redundant encoding, for example, we
can improve exponential sensitivity to device lifetime variation to
linear sensitivity, reducing the total number of NEMS devices by 4
orders of magnitude to about 0.8 million for limited-use connections
(compared with 4 billion if without redundant encoding).
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1

INTRODUCTION

Wearout is not a new problem in computer architecture. Flash memories are the most well-known memory technologies with the wearout
problem, and people have been working on efficient solutions to it for
decades. In the big data era, the problem is even worse with continuously increasing density and capacity demand for memory. The lifetime of a flash cell dropped from 10,000 times to 2,000 times when
the cell dimension scales down from 50nm to 20nm [41]. Moreover,
ITRS [13] envisions many new technologies such as non-volatile
memories (NVM), nanoelectromechanics (NEMS), and molecular
devices, to solve the power-consumption problem in CMOS so as to
sustain Moore’s law. However, the wearout problem also exists in
these technologies [44, 49, 67, 68]. The down-scaling from MEMS
to NEMS, for instance, results in exponential degradation of device reliability [34, 37]. Representative NEMS contact switches
can only work for one cycle to several thousand cycles without failures [15, 23, 37, 53]. As a result, existing research on these emerging
technologies has been focused on how to extend the lifetime before
they can really be applied.
Meanwhile, we take a step back and find that wearout can help
build purposely limited-use security architectures. In applications
that abusive accesses or adversarial accesses are not desired, wearout
can provide strong security by automatically destroying the device
and hence protects any secure information in it. For example, forward secrecy encryption [20, 26] in any public key systems [3, 40]
(eg. the encryption of e-mail archives) requires a one-time key for
the encryption of each message so that the compromise of a single
private key does not compromise all the past messages. Traditionally,
the one-time access of the keys is not enforced so the system still
cannot defend against reusing or stealthy replications of the keys.
Taking advantage of wearout, we can store the keys in a security architecture that wears out exactly after one access so that the one-time
usage of keys is physically enforced and the security of messages
will not be compromised.
However, taking advantage of wearout to create hardware security
mechanisms is challenging. The problems we face in designing the
security architectures include:
• How do we design for system-level minimum and maximum usage in the face of probabilistic wearout behaviors
of each device and process variations among devices?

2 DEVICE WEAROUT MODEL
2.1 NEMS contact switches
NEMS contact switches exhibit promising properties such as nanoscale physical dimensions, near zero OFF-state leakage, and large
ON/OFF ratios. Representative NEMS contact switches are composed of a movable active element and an opposing electrode which
interact by both electrical and mechanical forces to open and close
the switch. When a pull-in voltage is applied to the active element,
electrostatic forces deform the active element towards the opposing
electrode so as to close the switch. After the voltage is removed, elastic forces pull the active element away from the opposing electrode
so that the switch is open again.
Among other technologies, NEMS are advantageous in building
limited-use security architectures because they have relatively tight
wearout bounds and they are insensitive to harsh environments [37]
including radiation, temperature, external electric fields, etc. Most
fabricated NEMS switches can work properly for only one to several
thousand cycles [15, 23, 37, 53]. Recently, NEMS lifetime can be extended up to millions or billions of cycles while at the cost of scaling
up the physical dimensions [24, 28, 57]. The wearout characteristics of NEMS switches are highly dependent on the materials and
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• Depending on security goals and usage targets, how should
we adjust the parameters in our design to minimize area
and energy cost?
• How do we balance the fabrication cost of more consistent
devices (in terms of wearout) with the area cost of architectural techniques to achieve consistency (eg. redundancy
and encoding)?
In this paper, we propose a methodology to create security architectures by harnessing device wearout. Our contributions are as
follows:
• We use the two-parameter Weibull distribution to model the
time to failure of each device. The two parameters in the
model can be used to characterize different kinds of wearout
devices. Manufacturing and process variations among individual devices are accommodated by introducing more
variations into the distribution.
• Based on the probabilistic wearout model, we provide statistical guarantees on system-level usage bounds by designing
application-dependent architectures and exploiting redundant encoding techniques. The system-level usage bounds
ensure both reliability for legitimate users and security to
defend against brute-force attackers.
• Extensive engineering space exploration has been performed
to study the trade-offs among target access bounds, area
cost, fabrication cost, etc.
In the following sections, we first introduce the wearout devices
used in our security architectures and describe the probabilistic
wearout model in Section 2. Then we talk about the threat model in
Section 3 for three use cases of hardware security mechanisms: a
limited-use connection, a limited-use targeting system and one-time
pads, discussed in Section 4, 5 and 6, respectively. Note also, we
talk about the limitations of the degradation-based security measures
in Section 7. Then we discuss the literature of hardware security in
Section 8. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 9.
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Figure 1: Weibull wearout model with different shape parameters. The
red lines (β = 12) show the lifetime plots of MEMS devices [55] with
geometrical variations.

structures employed. Generally speaking, any kind of electrical and
mechanical aging, adhesion, fracture or burnout in the active element
or electrode are potentially responsible for the failures of NEMS
switches. For example, in [53], graphene-based NEMS switches
were recorded to work over 500 cycles and then failed because the
over-bent graphene was unable to recover. [23] reported that NEMS
switches with silicon carbide nanowires can switch for tens of cycles
before the nanowire was stuck to the electrode. In [35], the silicon
carbide cantilevered NEMS switches failed after billions of cycles
because of fracture at room temperature and melting at 500 ◦C.
Furthermore, due to their insensitivity to harsh environment,
NEMS switches can help defend against attacks by varying the
dynamic environment. For example, it is hard for attackers to extend the lifetime of NEMS switches by controlling the operating
temperatures, especially these made of high temperature friendly
materials such as SiC. Poly-SiC NEMS switches [28] were recorded
to operate properly for at least 105 ∼ 106 cycles without failures
at 500 ◦C , comparable to those at 25 ◦C. [35] has shown that SiC
NEMS switches can operate more than 21 billion cycles at 25 ◦C
while more than 2 billion cycles at 500 ◦C. However, failures at 25 ◦C
were characterized by fracture while failures at 500 ◦C were probably
caused by melting. For security architectures, we assume the lifetime at room temperature (25 ◦C) as the device wearout bound. More
failures at extremely high temperatures will destroy the device faster,
but will not compromise the secret information in them. At extremely
low temperatures (eg. after freezing), it is hard to extend the device
lifetime either because failures from fracture cannot be avoided.
These features have enabled NEMS switches to be applied to security or harsh environment applications, eg. one-time-programmable
FPGA interconnects in [29].

2.2

Probabilistic wearout model

In the reliability literature [56, 60], Weibull distributions have been
commonly used to model the failure distributions of electronic devices [38], such as the breakdown of gate oxides in CMOS [50].
Similar models can also be applied to micro-/nano- scale devices [8].
It has been shown that the Weibull distribution can accurately fit
fracture-strength data of emerging materials for NEMS/MEMS [11,
22], fracture-test data of cantilever beam MEMS [18], and tensilestrength data sets of carbon nanotubes [10].
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Hence, we take the general two-parameter Weibull distribution
to model the failure distribution of NEMS switches in this paper.
Assume that x represents the time to failure. Then the probability
density function (PDF) of the time to failure is:
β  x β −1 −( x )β
f (x) =
(1)
e α
α α
and the cumulative density function (CDF) is:
x β
F (x) = 1 − e−( α )
(2)
Based on the CDF, the reliabity function is derived as follows:
x β
R (x) = 1 − F (x) = e−( α )
(3)
In all of the above equations, α is the scale parameter and β is the
shape parameter. The two parameters can be estimated by fitting the
lifetime data of a large population of similar devices. α approximates
to the mean time to failure, and β mainly determines the variation
of reliability degradation among these devices.
Figure 1 shows the failure PDF (Equation 1) and reliability function (Equation 3) with different β s. The variation of α will only
change the axis scales. β is usually larger (sharper peaks in the PDF)
with more homogeneous devices in which the wearout happens more
consistently.
Since the manufacturing processes are less mature at nano-scales,
we accommodate the process variations in αs and β s. Typically,
process variations will result in lower β s. Trevor S. Slack et al. [55]
has simulated Weibull lifetime models of MEMS devices considering geometrical variations, material variations in elastic modulus,
resistance stress, etc. According to their simulation results, αs and
β s are 2.6 million cycles and 12.94 with only geometrical variations,
2.2 million cycles and 7.2 with material elasticity variations, 1.8
million cycles and 8.58 with material resistance variations. We will
experiment with various αs and β s for an extensive engineering
space exploration in later sections.

3

THREAT MODEL

Since our target devices are often mobile devices, we assume the
attacker has physical access to the device. In the cases of the limiteduse connection and targeting system, we want to defend against
brute-force attacks to decrypt the device by physically limiting the
number of accesses to the storage decryption key. The cracking
approaches we target are professional attacks that can exploit the
nonuniform guessability in real-world passwords [62], as discussed
in Section 4.1.
In the case of one-time pads, we want to defend against stealthy
replications of device (the archaically named “evil maid attack”).
The attackers may clone the one-time pads and make two copies,
one copy to replace the receiver’s original one and another copy for
themselves to break the encryption in the future message transmission between the sender and receiver. Our secure architectures will
resist cloning by making it difficult for attackers to ever read the
entire contents of the device memory.
In this paper we assume the chip fabrication is trusted. And we
leave as future work techniques to allow secure, one-time programming of our devices by end users. We assume the secret information
is one-time programmed in the device memory at fabrication time
and end-users will only need read operations through the NEMS
network.
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4

A LIMITED-USE CONNECTION

Apple iOS has developed many security features with integrated
secure software and hardware support. However, to keep the devices
easy to use, the most straightforward way to protect the devices is to
use a passcode that is configurable by users. To protect the passcode
from brute-force attacks, iOS provides several mechanisms [4]: 1)
it automatically wipes out all data on the device if someone has
consecutively failed 10 times in unlocking the device. 2) it has
incremental time delays after each incorrect passcode attempt.
However, all these guarding mechanisms are recently reported
to be easily bypassed. A company called MDSec [2] managed to
bypass the internal counter in iPhone by cutting its power right
before the counter is incremented, while still getting the passcode
validation result. Therefore, the counter never gets updated and the
attacker can break the passcode as fast as the hardware can support.
[54] demonstrated similar attack to the counter through NAND mirroring. An iPhone 5c was forced to power down and recover from
a backup NAND memory to restore the previous state once every a
few passcode attempts, which enabled unlimited attempts to crack
the passcode. Another hacking case exploited firmware updates [1].
iPhone can launch firmware updates automatically without the passcode, which means that the guarding mechanisms are disabled or the
counter is disabled during the updates. Then brute-force attacks can
easily succeed, especially with real-world biased passcodes.
Although some vulnerabilities mentioned above have been patched,
the real problem with software solutions is that they can not prevent
unknown vulnerabilities. Therefore, we propose to exploit NEMS
switches to build a limited-use connection that can physically limit
the number of accesses to the storage decryption key. The right
passcode and the storage decryption key are needed to successfully
decrypt the device storage and thus validate the passcode. We enforce a traversal to the limited-use connection before each read of
the storage encryption key. After each passcode attempt, the failure
probability of the connection increments. After a certain number of
accesses, the connection will wear out automatically and the smartphone will be locked forever. Compared with security patches, our
solution provides strong hardware enforced security, which cannot
be compromised even under government’s intervention.
In Section 4.1, we talk about the design principles and design
options for the limited-use connection using NEMS switches. And
we discuss system integration issues with NEMS switches in Section 4.2. Finally, we explore the engineering space given the design
options in Section 4.3.

4.1

Using wearout to build a limited-use
connection

The design of the limited-use connection needs to follow two principles:
• The connection should work reliably for all legitimate accesses during the smartphone’s lifetime.
• The connection should wear out before attackers have high
probabilities to guess the passcode.
As an example, we calculated the legitimate access bound (LAB) for
a smartphone approximately as follows:
LAB = 5 ∗ 365 ∗ 50 = 91, 250
(4)
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Figure 2: Design options for the limited-use connection using NEMS switches. Fig 2a uses N copies of single NEMS switches. Fig 2b uses N copies of
n NEMS switches in series. Fig 2c uses N copies of n NEMS switches in parallel. Fig 2d uses same parallel structures but with redundant encoding.

If the real LAB is several times larger than that, we provide M-way
replication of our entire architecture to scale the LAB by a factor of
M, as described in Section 4.1.5.
The main challenge in designing the security architectures is how
to control the system-level reliability degradation window [t1 ,t2 ], as
indicated in the two principles. The lower bound t1 should be greater
than the LAB while the upper bound t2 should be less than the minimum guesses needed to crack any passwords. According to Blase
Ur et al.’s work of measuring real-world password guessability [62],
professional attackers usually try passwords in the order of empirical popularity. For 8-character passwords including characters from
all different classes (lowercase letters, uppercase letters, numbers,
and special characters), only a few very popular passwords can be
guessed within 91,250 attempts. The guessing probability increases
to 1% and 2% with 100,000 and 200,000 attempts, respectively.
In the following sections, we first attempt to design security architectures that wear out as quickly as possible after the LAB. We
focus on seeking for architectural techniques that can help control
the degradation window. Then we extend the upper bound to 100,000
and 200,000 accesses if the software helps reject the most popular
1% and 2% passwords, discussed in Section 4.3.
According to the design principles, we consider four possible
design options, as illustrated in Figure 2. These design options are
explained in detail as follows.
4.1.1 N copies of single NEMS switches. With a single NEMS
switch, it is difficult to meet the system-level demand of minimum
and maximum accesses. On one hand, the empirical lifetime of a
single NEMS switch is usually not as long as the LAB. On the other
hand, even if there exists such a NEMS switch, the degradation
window expands millions of cycles, as shown in Figure 1. Thus,
we consider using N copies of NEMS switches, which can divide
the system-level access bounds by a factor of N. Then the design
principles for each copy are adjusted as follows:
• Each copy should work reliably for LAB
N accesses.
• Each copy should wear out before LAB
N + 1 accesses.
Although the second requirement still requires small degradation
windows, the first requirement scales the mean value down to LAB
N .
This down-scaling helps create a small degradation window, as
shown in Figure 3a.

However, when α is very small, the lifetime of the device is
expected to be very small. The manufacturing and process variability
is probably hard to control for such brittle and fragile devices. We
will discuss more architectural options next to avoid such challenges
in fabrication while still satisfying both design requirements.
4.1.2 N copies of n NEMS switches in series. Instead of looking
for NEMS switches that can fail extremely fast, we consider chaining
NEMS switches in series to accelerate the wearout, as in Figure 2b.
In the chaining architecture, if any single NEMS switch in the chain
fails, the whole chain fails. Unfortunately, we found that increasing
the number of NEMS switches in the chain has no significant impact
on the failure rate.
Assume we have n NEMS switches in series. Then the reliability
of the chain is:

n
x β
x β
R (x) = e−( α )
= e−n( α )
(5)
Compared with the reliability function for a single device in Equation 3, n devices with α in series are equivalent to a single device
α
(1/β ) . Then we get:
with n(1/β
) . Let the denominator equals y: y = n
n = yβ . If we want to increase y to scale down α as in Figure 3a,
then n should increase to y12 in each copy with β = 12. To avoid the
explosion of NEMS switches, we discard this option in the following
discussion.
4.1.3 N copies of NEMS switches in parallel. Here we propose
another technique to control the degradation window, which is exploiting parallel structures to improve the system reliability before
all devices wear out, as shown in Figure 2c. Assuming N copies of
parallel structures, the requirements for each copy are as follows:
• At least one NEMS switch in each copy should work reliably for LAB
N accesses.
• All NEMS switches in each copy should wear out before
LAB
N + 1 accesses.
Assume each copy has n NEMS switches in parallel. The reliability of this parallel structure is :

n
x β
R (x) = 1 − 1 − e−( α )
(6)
The redundancy in the parallel structure provides error tolerance
so that the high reliability threshold is pushed toward the degradation edge, as shown in Figure 3b. With 98% reliability, the parallel
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Figure 3: Different techniques to control the hardware degradation window

structure with 40 devices can work for the 10th access. With only
2.2% probability the parallel structure will continue working for the
11th access. In this design option, the total number
 of devices may
increase, from 91,250 to 365,000 (40 ∗ (91, 250 10) = 365, 000)
approximately, but the mean time to failure of NEMS switches is
relaxed from one to about ten cycles.
4.1.4 Parallel NEMS switches with redundant encoding. In this
section, we introduce Shamir’s secret sharing mechanism and redundant encoding techniques to further speed up the degradation of
the limited-use connection. Instead of using highly redundant and
reliable 1-out-of-n parallel structures, we require at least k NEMS
switches working in a parallel structure in order to decrypt the device
storage, which results in a k-out-of-n parallel structure. Increasing k
to some extent tightens the wearout bounds of each parallel structure
so that the connection wears out faster. The challenging part, however, is that the k-out-of-n parallel structure should provide reliable
connection when k or more NEMS switches work properly but wear
out quickly when only k − 1 or less NEMS switches do the same.
To enforce that, we exploit Shamir’s secret sharing mechanism
and redundant encoding techniques. The general idea is the following: We encode the storage decryption key into n components and
spread them in n read-destructive storage connected by the NEMS
switches in a parallel structure. The encoding mechanism enforces
that at least k components are needed to successfully get the key
while no knowledge about the key will be revealed with less than k
components.
Shamir’s secret-sharing scheme. Shamir’s secret-sharing scheme [51]
constructs fast degradation codes. One of its classical scenarios is the
secret sharing among many people. On one hand, the scheme allows
efficient and reliable secret sharing if at least k out of n people authorize accesses to the secret. On the other hand, the scheme prevents
leaking any information about the secret if there is only authorization from k − 1 people or less. The scheme is also called a (k, n)
threshold scheme and its reliability degrades immediately at k − 1.
Unlike classical secret-sharing scenarios that tolerate partial errors
for more efficient sharing (authorizing access with the majority of
people’s permission [51] or matching interests with the majority of
attributes [31]), our security architectures need to tolerate erasures
from device failures.

The encoding and decoding in Shamir’s secret sharing scheme is
based on polynomial construction and interpolation. The insight is
that given k independent points on a 2D plane, there is one and only
one polynomial of degree k − 1 that passes through all the k points.
The encoding algorithm involves constructing such a polynomial of
degree k − 1 with the secret hidden in the coefficients:
(7)
q (x) = a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 + ... + ak−1 xk−1
With this polynomial, we encode the secret into n points, for instance, q (1), ..., q (n). The n points are then distributed to n people
(or n devices) in the security application. Given any k points, all
coefficients can be easily computed by interpolation so as to recover
the secret. With k − 1 points or less, however, no information about
the secret can be inferred.
Error correction codes with fast degradation. Reed-Solomon codes [31,
39] are the error correction version of Shamir’s secret-sharing scheme
and they are commonly used in the error correction of large amounts
of data in devices such as flash disks, CDs and DVDs. Theoretically,
other linear codes could also construct similar (k, n) threshold secret
sharing schemes, but it is hard to reason about the security because
of the hardness of approximating the minimum distance of any linear
code [21].
Figure 3c shows the reliability of a parallel structure with Reedsolomon codes. With redundant encoding, the reliability of this
security architecture becomes:
i 
n−i
n  
x β
x β
n
1 − e−( α )
R (x) = ∑
e−( α )
(8)
i=k i
We use 60 NEMS switches in the parallel structure and can relax
the wearout bound for each NEMS switch to around 20 cycles. With
k = 1, the degradation window size is about 2, while with k = 30, the
degradation window size reduces to about 1, as shown in Figure 3c.
With k = 30, the parallel structure provides 92% reliability for the
20th access while only 2% probability for the 21st access. However,
when k is close to the total number of parallel devices in the structure,
the reliability degrades very early that the degradation window is
stretched out again.
Assisted with Reed-Solomon codes, we are able to build the
limited-use connection
 with approximately the same number of
devices (60 ∗ (91, 250 20) = 365, 000) compared with the parallel
structure without encoding, but we can further relax the wearout
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bound to 20 cycles. The overhead, however, includes the encoding/decoding complexity and extra storage for the component keys.
4.1.5 M-Way Replication of Modules. A legitimate usage factor
of 50 times per day is potentially low for some users, so we propose
to support increasing this usage by a factor of M by replicating
our entire structure M times. The replicated modules must be used
serially and each must employ a new password. In this way, an
attacker can only attack each module separately to its upper access
bound, but the user can achieve usage that is the sum of the lower
access bounds of all M modules.
The cost of this scheme, however, is that a new password must be
chosen when migrating from one module to another and the storage
encryption key must be re-encrypted with the new password. For
example, if we wish to increase usage from 50 times to 500 times
per day, we use a 10-way replication factor, which implies that the
user must choose a new password and re-encrypt storage every 6
months during our target 5-year lifetime of the smartphone.

4.2

System integration

To build the limited-use connection in practical mobile devices,
we need to integrate the NEMS network with conventional CMOS.
Here we show that the CMOS-NEMS integration is feasible in the
manufacturing process and the CMOS-NEMS interface does not
compromise the security of the device storage.
Manufacturability. NEMS devices are CMOS-compatible: they
do not require exotic materials or fabrication flow. In the literature, there have been integrated CMOS-NEMS circuits for leakagecontrol and power-gating [16, 30]. A possible integration solution,
for example, is to have NEMS and CMOS circuits in differet layers
of the chip with a sandwiched metal layer in between [14].
Security. We bury the secret key many layers below the surface
of the chip and only connect that secret key to the surface through
NEMS devices. Although there are CMOS-NEMS connections both
from the surface to the NEMS network and from the NEMS network
to the deeply buried secret key, the latter connections are difficult to
access and thus provide a level of physical security. Circumventing
the surface connections does not help the adversary access the secret.

4.3

Engineering space exploration

In this section, we talk about the engineering space exploration for
the limited-use connection. Without loss of generality, the discussion
will be focused on architectural options using N copies of parallel
structures with or without encoding. As discussed earlier, our goal is
to guarantee the system-level access bounds to protect the passcode
from real-world brute-force attacks. Here we list several parameters in the engineering space of the limited-use connection: device
wearout characteristics, redundant encoding, and system-level access
bounds. Next, we will discuss these parameters and their trade-offs
in fabrication cost, area cost, encoding complexity, etc. The experiments are based on numerical simulations with different engineering
options.
4.3.1 Device wearout characteristics. We first choose different
αs and β s to characterize various kinds of NEMS switches. Since
α approximates to the average lifetime of devices in the Weibull
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model, we set α according to the lifetime of representative NEMS
switches as listed in [37], ranging from 1 cycle to 1000 cycles. In
the following discussion, we show most of our results with α from
10 cycles to 20 cycles. The redundant encoding technique enables
linear scaling with the increase of αs so that we can accommodate
loose wearout bounds with a linear increase of the number of NEMS
switches in the architecture. For the parameter β , we try various
values from 4 to 16 according to the Weibull modeling of various
kinds of devices in the literature. For example, as mentioned in
Section 2.2, MEMS devices in [55] have β s of 12.94, 7.2, 8.58 with
geometrical variations, material elasticity and resistance variations.
According to [59], typical β values for MEMS reliability fall in 0.5
to 5. We try to push β values down (eg. 4) with redundant encoding
to tolerate more process variations.
Then we study how many such devices the limited-use connection
requires to meet the fast degradation requirement. The results are
shown in Figure 4a without redundant encoding. With small αs, the
NEMS switches have tight wearout bounds so that small parallel
structures can meet the fast degradation requirement. With large αs,
the number of NEMS switches increases exponentially to compensate with the loose wearout bounds (The y-axis in Figure 4a is in log
scale). Similarly, with large β s, the NEMS switches are relatively
consistent in the degradation so that small parallel structures are feasible. With small β s, the number of devices increases dramatically
to control the variations.
Given the number of devices needed in the architecture, we estimate the area cost analytically assuming an H-tree layout of the
NEMS switches and wires. The contact area of each NEMS switch is
assumed to be 100nm2 and the distance between switches is assumed
to be 1nm [37]. The area cost of representative engineering options
are summarized in Table 1. Although loose wearout bounds and
process variations can be compensated by investing more NEMS
switches in the architecture to minimize the fabrication cost, the
correspondent area cost also increases significantly. For example,
when α is 18.69 and β is 10, the area cost is 0.52mm2 , which could
be hard to afford especially when we need to deploy the security
hardware on mobile devices. In the next section, we demonstrate that
we can reduce the area cost using redundant encoding techniques.
4.3.2 Redundant encoding. As discussed earlier, with redundant
encoding, we enforce at least k working NEMS switches in each
parallel structure in order to successfully decrypt the key that is
required to validate the passcode. This encoding technique helps
tighten the wearout bounds for each parallel structure even with
NEMS switches that have relatively loose wearout bounds.
Figure 4b shows the effect of encoding the parallel structures
with different levels of redundancy. The total number of NEMS
switches needed decreases dramatically and scales linearly rather
Table 1: Area cost of the limited-use connection

(α, β )

without encoding (mm2 )

with
encoding
k = (10% ∗ n) (mm2 )

(10.51, 16)
(10.21, 10)
(19.68, 16)
(18.69, 10)

1.27e-4
2.03e-3
2.03e-3
5.2e-1

3.2e-5
1.3e-4
1.3e-4
1.3e-4
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Figure 4: The total number of NEMS switches needed with different engineering options for the limited-use connection.

than exponentially with the increase of device wearout bounds. For
example, without encoding, when α is 14 and β is 8, the number
of NEMS switches needed in the architecture is about 4 billion.
However, if with redundant encoding and k = (10% ∗ n), the number of NEMS switches needed is only about 0.8 million with the
same α and β . So, the redundant encoding helps reduce 4 orders
of magnitude in the total number of NEMS switches. Moreover, it
also improves the system tolerance to higher device variations with
β = 4. With k = (30% ∗ n), however, the decrease in the number
of devices needed is negligible so that we can stop enforcing more
requisite components in the encoding and decoding.
We assume the storage for component keys should be proportional
to the size of the parallel structure and we accommodate that in the
area cost evaluation in Table 1. We do not need extra logical circuits
for the encoding/decoding because they can be done in CPU.
The switching energy is proportional to the size of each parallel
structure. Assume the energy cost for each operation in NEMS
switches is 10−20 Joule [37]. When α is 14, β is 8 and k = (10% ∗
n), the total number of NEMS switches is 0.8 million and each
parallel structure has 141 NEMS switches. Then the energy cost for
each access is 1.41e-18 Joule. Since we use parallel structures, the
switching time for each access equals individual NEMS switch’s
switching time, which is around 10 ns [37].
4.3.3 System-level access bounds. If small variations of the systemlevel access bounds are desired, we can tune the fast degradation
criteria to achieve the variation. The fast degradation criteria in previous experiments are defined as follows: Each parallel structure has
at least 99% probability for t accesses while at most 1% probability
for t + 1 accesses. The reliability of the lower bound can be extended
to 99.99999% (for exponential decrease in the failure probability)
with 3x linear increase in NEMS switches using redundant encoding,
in which the minimum 91,250 accesses are guaranteed.
More interestingly, if the application has high tolerance to the
upper bound of accesses, then, in each copy, the degradation criteria
for t + 1 accesses, p, can be relaxed from 1% to 10%, for instance.
We analyze the number of devices needed and the empirical access
bounds when using different degradation criteria, as shown in Figure 4c. When we increase p from 1% to 10%, the empirical access
upper bound increases from 91,326 to 92,028 accesses, while the
total number of NEMS switches needed is reduced by 40%.
Furthermore, if the passcode is sufficiently secure for many more
attempts, we can extend the upper bound to the minimum guesses
needed to crack the passcode. According to [62], only the most popular 1% passwords can be guessed with at least 100, 000 attempts.

Similarly, 2% most popular passwords can be guessed with at least
200, 000 attempts. We need at least 675,250 NEMS switches to architect the limited-use connection with an upper bound of 91,326
accesses when β = 8 and k = (10% ∗ n), according to Figure 4b.
However, with upper bound targets of 100, 000 and 200, 000 accesses, we only need 38,325 and 29,200 NEMS switches, respectively, as shown in Figure 4d.

5

A LIMITED-USE TARGETING SYSTEM

Similar to the security enhancement in smartphones, targeting systems can also benefit from the physically enforced limited-usage
of targeting commands. Political alliances change over time and
devices should be used only for the immediate mission.
Targeting systems are usually composed of three functional subsystems: the command and control system, the communication network, and the launching station. The command and control system
makes targeting decisions according to the real-time data from radars
and these orders will be encrypted and transmitted securely to the
launching station through the encrypted communication link. Although targeting systems have been designed with a high priority
for security, there are still many vulnerabilities. Cyber attacks are
reported that the hacker can execute commands on a targeting system remotely by either gaining access to the control system or the
real-time communication network [7].
We propose to enhance the security of targeting systems with
limited-use security architectures. Since the launching station is
remotely operated through an encrypted communication link, we
restrict the maximum attempts to decrypt the targeting commands
at the launching station, which enforces an upper bound to the
execution of the targeting commands. By enforcing the upper bound,
we can enhance the security of the targeting system from two aspects:
1) it prevents excessive usage of the targeting system beyond the
original task, 2) it prevents brute-force attacks to crack the encryption
system.
As demonstrated in the limited-use connection use case, device
wearout can help physically enforce the access bounds. Similarly,
given an expected usage of the targeting commands in one task,
such as 100 times, we can exploit the device wearout to build an
architecture that automatically wears out after the 100th access to the
command decryption key. And we build the architecture inside the
launching system so that every access to the command decryption
key needs to traverse through the architecture. Compared with the
limited-use connection use case, the access bound here is relatively
small that a small number of parallel structures are feasible. And
the degradation criteria of the parallel structures should be strict
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Figure 5: The total number of NEMS switches needed with different
engineering options for the limited-use targeting system.

because we do not want a single unintentional targeting command
to be executed.
As a result, our design principles of using device wearout to build
a limited-use targeting system are: 1) the targeting system should
work reliably for the expected number of usage, 100 times, for instance. 2) the targeting system should not work for the 101st time.
Since the design goals here are similar as in the last use case, we
skip the detailed discussion of design options. Figure 5 shows the
total number of NEMS switches needed with different engineering
options. Since the targeted access bound is relatively small, the number of NEMS switches needed in the architecture is also reduced by
several orders of magnitude compared with the limited-use connection use case. Without redundant encoding, the limited-use targeting
system needs at least 8,855 NEMS switches with α = 20 and β = 16.
The worst case in Figure 5a is 842,941 NEMS switches with α = 14
and β = 8. With redundant encoding, the total number of NEMS
switches can be reduced to 810 when k=(10%*n), α = 10 and β = 8,
as shown in Figure 5b. The curves are less smooth because of the
small usage target. Only 5 to 10 parallel structures are needed in
total and small variations in device wearout bounds can change the
total number of parallel structures.

6

USING DEVICE WEAROUT TO BUILD
ONE-TIME PADS

One-time pads [19] are important cryptographic algorithms used in
many important scenarios as they can provide perfect secrecy [32,
52]. However, to guarantee the perfect secrecy, important rules for
one-time pads include that there must be only two copies of the keys
(one for the sender and one for the receiver), one copy should be
securely transmitted from the sender to the receiver before message
transmission, and the sender and receiver must destroy each key
immediately after each message encryption/decryption [5].
Traditionally, secret keys were written in real paper pads. Paper,
however, severely limits the bandwidth of key distribution. One
approach would be to use read destructive memories, which can
share the keys and destroy them after use. They can not, however,
resist adversarial cloning. Attackers may clone the one-time pads
and make two copies, one copy to replace the receiver’s original
one and another copy for themselves to break the encryption in
future message transmission between the sender and receiver (the
archaically named “evil maid attack”). Another approach would be
to use Physically-Unclonable Devices (PUFs) [58, 64] to fabricate
an unclonable one-time pad. PUFs depend upon process variations
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Figure 6: The decision-tree structure for randomness amplification. The
receiver follows the short string to get the random key. At each branch,
‘0’ means left and ‘1’ means right. For instance, the short string “010”
directs to random key c.

in each chip, however, making it difficult to fabricate two identical
chips so that a sender and receiver could share the pad. We need
to both defend against stealthy replications by making it difficult
for attackers to ever access the secret keys, yet offer reliable secret
sharing between the sender and receiver.
We propose to use wearout devices to provide hardware enforced
security for one-time pads. In Section 6.1, we use decision trees
to distribute large random keys as a form of randomness amplification. In Section 6.2, we build hardware decision trees with NEMS
switches to physically enforce the one-time usage of the keys. In
Section 6.3, we exploit redundant encoding techniques to guarantee
that the receiver can reliably retrieve the key but adversaries can not.
The impacts of engineering options such as decision-tree heights,
device wearout characteristics are discussed in Section 6.4.

6.1

Secure transmission of large random keys

In one-time pads, each message employs a new key and the key
must be at least as long as the message. As a result, large keys
are required for long messages and these keys must be transmitted
securely before any message transmission. To relax the requirement
for secure transmission of the whole block of random keys, we
design decision trees that store many potential keys in their leaves
and each key is indexed by a short string about the path information,
as illustrated in Figure 6. We assume only the sender and receiver
share the right path so that adversaries can only do random path
trials to obtain the secret keys.
As a result, the secure transmission of large random keys is divided into the secure transmission of two parts: a short path string
and a decision tree that contains many potential random keys. On
one hand, the secure transmission of the short path string is less
expensive compared with the whole block of random keys. There
are many choices for the transmission media and people can even
memorize it. If using a temporary channel for the short string, there
is less opportunity for adversaries to break it since the transmission
time could be very short. On the other hand, decision trees are implemented in wearout devices on a chip, and the secure transmission
of them is guaranteed by our design with NEMS devices, which will
be explained in Section 6.2.
The chip that contains many decision trees (many random keys)
is our new set of “one-time pads” that should be delivered to the
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receiver beforehand for many instances of potential message transmission. Even if the chip is obtained by adversaries, the adversaries
still have little chance obtaining the right random keys without the
right path information. Moreover, the decision tree will be destroyed
very quickly after one trial because of the underlying wearout devices. We will explain the hardware implementation of decision trees
in detail in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3.

6.2

Hardware design of one-time decision trees
with NEMS switches

6.2.1 Design principles. To guarantee the security of one-time
pads in decision trees, we need to follow the rules that random
strings must be transmitted securely (without stealthy cloning) and
destroyed immediately after use. In general, the hardware design
of decision trees using NEMS switches is guided by the following
principles:
• At least one path should work so that the receiver is able to
use the key at least once.
• Not many paths should work, which will prevent adversaries from getting the key within limited trials.
• Each tree should be area efficient so that we can maximize
the density of one-time pads on a fixed-size chip.
We build the decision-tree circuit with NEMS switches as intermediate nodes of the tree. On one hand, to allow the receiver to use
the tree at least once, the path to the right random string should be
successful at least for the first time, which imposes a lower bound
on the path reliability. On the other hand, to effectively withstand adversaries’ attacks, the paths should fail as quickly as possible so that
not many of the paths work successfully, which imposes an upper
bound on the path reliability. Similar to the first two use cases, we
can physically enforce the access bounds by carefully engineering
the decision-tree structures with NEMS switches.
6.2.2 Hardware design of decision trees. Figure 7 shows the
schematic of the decision-tree circuit. The decision-tree circuit uses
the short path string as control bits to open up the path to the right
random string and sends out the right random string serially. The
intermediate nodes in the decision tree are implemented with NEMS
switches that wear out very quickly, while the random keys in the
leaves are implemented in read destructive shift registers. Simply
relying on an array of read-destructive or one-time programmable
devices (eg. anti-fuse technologies), however, would be vulnerable
to “evil maid attacks”. The read-destruction could be compromised
if reading with a lower voltage. Attackers could also easily clone
the devices and bypass the destruction. Our architecture with NEMS
switches on the paths will resist cloning by making it difficult for
attackers to get access to the memory. And we distribute the random
keys into many small memory devices so that it will be hard for
attackers to inspect all of them.
As shown in Figure 7, one NEMS switch is used at each branch
of the decision tree. Only if all the intermediate nodes along the
right path survive after the first access can the receiver successfully
obtain the target random string. If each NEMS switch could only
be accessed once ideally, then accessing each intermediate node
should allow you to choose one path but destroy the other one at the
same time since the intermediate switch would fail next time. As a
result, only one access could be made to the ideal decision tree and
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this decision tree meets all of our design goals. However, practical
NEMS switches are hard to provide deterministic wearout bounds
due to fabrication and process variations. As a result, we exploit the
probabilistic modeling of NEMS switches, discussed in Section 2,
to reason about the security of hardware decision trees.
6.2.3 Probabilistic reasoning. According to the reliability model
in Equation (3), the probability of each NEMS switch surviving the
1 β
first access is R (1) = e−( α ) . Assume the height of the decision
tree is H. Then the probability of successfully getting through the
1 β
right path is (R (1))H = e−( α ) H . If any of the NEMS switches on
the right path failed for the first access, then no one would ever get
to the right random key.
A successful decision-tree design should enable a successful first
access but prevent any subsequent accesses. The probability for a
successful second trial can be throttled by designing a high tree or
using NEMS switches with tight wearout bounds so as to guarantee
the security and one-time usage of the decision tree. However, under
this condition, the probability of a successful first access is also
restricted. We should guarantee that the receiver can succeed at least
once without sacrificing the security at the same time.
One solution to improve the one-time pads’ reliability is to provide multiple copies of the same decision tree for each transmission.
The receiver can get the key as far as the right path in one copy is successful. However, the challenge of this solution is to avoid leaking
information to adversaries with multiple copies of the same random
keys. We solve this problem by exploiting Shamir’s secret sharing
mechanism and redundant encoding, as discussed in Section 6.3.

6.3

Redundant encoding for reliable and secure
key transmission

To prevent information leakage to adversaries with redundant copies,
we encode the random strings with error-correction codes and spread
them into different copies. Some copies may be erased because of
the device failures. The receiver can recover the right random string
with a small number of failed copies. The desired feature of the error
correction codes, however, is fast degradation once we get more
failures beyond our error tolerance target to withstand adversaries’
attacks.
Based on Shamir’s secret-sharing scheme, as described in Section 4.1.4, each random string is encoded into n component keys
stored at the same position of n copies of the decision tree: S1 , S2 , ...,
Sn . Each random string S can be computed with k or more Si components. As a result, to guarantee both the reliability and security
of random keys, we need to guarantee that the receiver has close to
one probability to get through k or more paths successfully, while
adversaries have close to zero probability to do the same. The main
difference between the receiver and adversaries is that we assume
adversaries have no knowledge about the right path information.
6.3.1 Probabilistic modeling of successful one-time pads. Given
the redundant encoding technique, we can calculate the receiver’s
success probability and adversaries’ success probability analytically.
The receiver’s success probability on one copy is:
1 β
(1)
S
= e−( α ) H
(9)
recv
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Figure 7: Schematic graph of the implementation of a 3-layer decision tree using NEMS switches

The probability of getting at least k out of n copies successfully is:


i=n  
n
(k+)
(1) i
(1) (n−i)
Srecv = ∑
Srecv
1 − Srecv
(10)
i=k i
For adversaries, we first consider that they can get through x paths
successfully out of n copies. Then, we need to calculate the success
probability of k or more out of x being the correct path, with the
probability of each successful path being the correct path as follows
(since there are 2(H−1) paths in total):
1
P = (H−1)
(11)
2
The adversaries’ success probability for getting through one path in
one copy is:
(1)

1

β

Sadv = e−( α )

H

(12)

The probability of getting through x paths in n copies is:
 
 

n
(1) x
(1) (n−x)
Prob(x) =
Sadv
1 − Sadv
(13)
x
The probability that k or more out of x successful paths are the right
paths is:
i=x  
x i
Probx (k+) = ∑
P (1 − P)(x−i)
(14)
i=k i
The probability of getting at least k out of n copies successfully for
adversaries is:
(k+)

Sadv =

6.4

Engineering space exploration

In this section, we explore the engineering space that can 1) guarantee the success of one-time pads (in both security and reliability)
and 2) reduce the fabrication cost and area cost.
We first use a specific type of NEMS switch with an expected
lifetime of 10 cycles: α = 10 and β = 1. We can deal with high
process variations (small β s) because only the reliability of the first
access can affect receiver’s and adversaries’ success probability. For
each key transmission, we use 128 copies of the same decision tree
(n = 128).
6.4.1 Redundancy levels. Redundancy levels and encoding complexity will be reflected in the values of k. The receiver’s and adversaries’ success probability with different ks and tree heights Hs is
presented in Figure 8. The intersection of the red area in Figure 8a
and the blue area in Figure 8b is the success space for one-time
pads. With high redundancy, the secret is easy to recover. In contrast,
with low redundancy, the access to the secret becomes more difficult
since only receiving enough components can help recover the secret.
As a result, low redundancy leads to high security. As shown in
Figure 8a and Figure 8b, both receiver’s and adversaries’ success
space shrink quickly with the increase of k (decrease of redundancy)
but adversaries fail faster. Moreover, when both n and k increase,
the complexity of encoding and decoding random strings increases
because the latency for constructing and solving the polynomial
systems increases.

x=n

∑ (Prob(x)Probx (k+))

(15)

x=k

, in which k ≤ x ≤ n.
The engineering goal for one-time pads in decision trees is to
(k+)
(k+)
make sure that Srecv is close to one and Sadv is close to zero.
Parameters in the above equations such as H, α, β , n, k will be
discussed in Section 6.4 for trade-offs among fabrication cost, area
cost, encoding complexity, etc.

6.4.2 Tree heights. Higher trees can also enhance the security of
one-time pads because 1) the path to the random keys gets longer so
that the probability of getting through all the nodes along the path
for both the receiver and adversaries becomes smaller, and 2) the
number of paths increases exponentially so that it is even harder
for adversaries to get on the right path. In Figure 8a, the receiver’s
success area shrinks when the tree height increases. However, in
Figure 8b, the tree height can effectively block adversaries. When
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Figure 8: Success probability with different tree heights and ks (redundancy levels). The intersection of the red area in the left figure and the
blue area in the right figure is one-time pads’ success space for both
reliability and security.
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Figure 9: Success probability with different wearout bounds (MTTFs)
and tree heights.

the tree height is 8 or more, the adversaries’ success probability
reduces to zero even if the redundancy level is very high (k is close
to 0).
In summary, redundancy provides reliability for the receiver and
the tuning of redundancy levels can trade encoding/decoding performance for security. And higher trees can be exploited to further
improve the security of one-time pads, while with higher area and
performance cost.
In Figure 8, we used a specific type of NEMS switch in which
the mean time to failure is about 10 cycles. This can achieve a large
success space for one-time pads. However, such NEMS switches
may be expensive to fabricate to enforce the wearout fast and under
control. Figure 9 shows the impacts of different device wearout
bounds defined by the mean time to failure or α values. With higher
αs, both the receiver and adversaries have a higher probability of
getting the right key. To ensure security, we need higher trees or
less redundancy to compensate for the loose wearout bounds of
devices. We can see the trade-off between tree heights and wearout
bounds when H ≤ 7: higher trees compensate for looser wearout
bounds. When H ≥ 8, the tree height can effectively withstand any
adversaries’ attacks. Lower device variations (larger β s) lead to
smaller wearout windows. When the target access bound is only one
cycle, larger β s postpone the wearout so they do not help ensure
security, which also indicates high tolerance to process variations
while offering high reliability for the sender and receiver.
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Evaluation

Given the design of hardware one-time pads in decision trees, we
want to evaluate how many times a single 1mm2 chip can be used
for message transmissions between the sender and receiver. We also
want to evaluate the latency and energy cost for retrieving a key each
time.

Number of decision trees in 1mm2

0
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6.5.1 Density estimate. We assume an H-tree layout for the decision tree circuit. The area cost of a complete binary tree in H-layout
is at the order of the number of leaves in the tree if nodes are separated with unit distance [12]. Given that the height of each decision
tree is H, there are 2(H−1) leaves. We assume 100nm2 for the dimension of each NEMS switch [8, 36, 37]. Then the area cost for
the decision tree is about 100 ∗ 2(H−1) nm2 . The area cost for shift
registers is linear to the size of random strings. The size of each
random string is assumed to be proportional to the tree height, that
is, around 1000H bits. Then the area cost for all the shift registers is
2(H−1) ∗ 1000H ∗ 50nm2 , assuming a 50nm2 cell in the registers.
The number of decision trees we can accommodate in the chip is
calculated, as shown in Figure 10. If H = 4 and N = 128, then we
can transmit around 4, 687 one-time pads in this chip.
6.5.2 Latency and energy cost. The latency to retrieve a random
key is proportional to the path length and number of decision-tree
copies: lat = αHN, with α being the delay of a single NEMS switch,
at the order of 10 ns [37]. If N = 128 and H = 4 as in our previous example, the latency to get to the random strings is around 0.00512ms
in the worst case. The latency for reading the random string out
from the shift register is proportional to the length of the random
string. We assume that the propagation delay per bit is around 20ns,
such as in MM74HC165 parallel-in/serial-out shift registers. Then
the delay of reading the whole random string out is about 0.08ms
(20ns ∗ 1000H). So the total delay for each random key retrieval is
around 0.08512ms.
Similarly, the energy cost on the path to the random string is
5.12e-18 (NH ∗ 10−20 ) Joule in the worst case. The energy cost in
reading the random strings out is negligible since only one read from
a shift register is needed after successfully getting through a path.

7

LIMITATIONS

This is an initial work to exploit a contrarian view of wearout to build
limited-use security architectures. However, more experimentation
and discussion on NEMS failure models and security mechanisms
are needed in the future.
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The primary limitation of the current work is that, even with techniques to decrease system-level sensitivity to device variation, device
parameters must still fall within a specific range to make system use
targets practical. Note also that we reduce sensitivity to the scale
parameter (that represents devices’ mean time to failure) but not the
shape parameter (which represents devices’ variations in lifetime
degradation). Furthermore, although the Weibull model is highly
parameterized, we need experimental data to validate the range of
parameters that are realistic of this or other alternative models. Finally, we might compromise the device’s availability for legitimate
users in order to guarantee strong confidentiality and integrity. An
attacker could purposely degrade the NEMS network through many
password guesses to consume the legitimate usage bound, which will
hurt the availability for legitimate users. The key issue, however, is
to guarantee confidentiality and integrity of the data after the attacker
got access to the device. In our design, intentional consumption of
the legitimate usage bound could only degrade the device faster, but
not leak any information of the confidential data.
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RELATED WORK

Hardware security has attracted a lot of interests recently. As mobile
and embedded devices become ubiquitous, attackers could easily
get access to the physical devices. In order to achieve confidential
information in the devices, they could exploit any hardware measures to crack the devices, such as brute-force, reverse engineering,
side channels, etc [47]. Researchers have proposed a variety of countermeasures to defend against such kinds of physical attacks.These
countermeasures can be generally classified into two taxonomies:
software assisted approaches and pure hardware approaches:
Software assisted approaches. Many existing hardware security
solutions involve the cooperation of software and hardware [4, 42].
For example, modern smartphones have tamper-resistant hardware
modules (eg. SoC’s secure enclave) to protect the processing and
the storage of the device’s encryption key and user’s confidential
information, yet some important security policies that restrict the usage of the keys are implemented in software. The software interface,
however, could expose security vulnerabilities and compromise the
hardware security. Software may have bugs that lead to violations of
the policy. The device could be reprogrammed, either by adversaries
or under duress, through these software APIs to implement a different policy. Hence, pure hardware solutions are desired to physically
secure the confidential data.
Hardware approaches. Hardware approaches exploit physical
device characteristics to protect the data. The specific hardware measures have been ad-hoc and we summarize them into the following
three taxonomies:
(1) Physical disorder based security: Physically unclonable functions (PUFs) and random number generators (RNGs) are most
popular hardware security primitives in this category [48]. They
are based on the inherent randomness in each device due to
process variations to generate a unique key for each device for
device authentication, IP protection, random number generation,
etc. A variety of hardware technologies have been explored to
provide the physical disorder, such as SRAM [25], DRAM [61],
memristors [33, 63], nanotechnologies [46], etc.
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(2) Physical degradation based security: This taxonomy refers to
hardware measures that enforce physical usage bounds through
purposely degradation of the hardware. [17] created the first
self-enforceable hardware for software and content usage metering. They employed the aging effects in transistors due to
negative bias temperature instability to measure the time a particular licensed software is used. Similarly, [45] used the SRAM
decay phenomenon to measure time for batteryless embedded
devices in order to throttle response rates to adversarial accesses.
Recently, [66] proposed a memristor-based neuromorphic computing system that can resist adversarial learning of the model
and data by degrading the learning accuracy nonlinearly after
more inputs are applied to the learning algorithm. Our proposal also stems from this taxonomy but we tailor the devices’
degradation characteristics to meet the system level usage requirements through a series of techniques. The methodology
can be generally applied to many security architectures where a
physically enforced usage window is desired.
(3) Physical destruction based security: Some other hardware approaches can restrict data accesses through self-destructing circuits. However, most current self-destructing devices can only
destruct the data, but not the devices [43, 65]. By reprogramming or cloning the devices, all the internal data could be cloned
into multiple copies so that the data cannot be secured. Other
self-destructing devices need external operations to trigger the
destruction [6, 9, 27]. For example, DARPA displayed a new
chip built on strained glass substrates that can shatter within 10
seconds when remotely triggered [6]. Nevertheless, our system
wears out automatically without a need for remote control.
Meanwhile, more research efforts are needed in the future to study
the general design principles, the evaluation and verification methodologies of security architectures that can offer hardware-enforced
security.

9

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose methodologies of using wearout devices
to build security architectures. We explored a probabilistic wearout
model with Weibull distribution to characterize the behaviors of
NEMS wearout. Based on these characteristics, we design architectures that can physically limit attacks while accommodating legitimate usage. Three use cases are examined: a limited-use connection,
a limited-use targeting system and one-time pads. We first present
a family of architectural techniques to meet minimum and maximum system-level usage bounds and characterize the design space
in terms of device variability (which affects fabrication cost) and
device count (which affects area and power). Then we use redundant encoding techniques to improve the security architectures from
exponential scaling to linear scaling with the increase of device
wearout bounds in the limited-use connection and limited-use targeting system use cases. In the use case of one-time pads, the redundant
encoding (Shamir’s secret sharing scheme) can effectively throttle
the possibility of leaking secret information to adversaries and thus
guarantee both reliability and security of one-time pads.
Overall, we envision new opportunities for physically limiting
vulnerability to attacks through careful engineering of intentional
device wearout.
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